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So, how to build trust in medias? Allow me to give a slightly different spin to the question: how to 

build trust in medias and how medias can contribute to trust in diverse societies? This spin is justified 

by the fact that religious, cultural and national diversity represents a challenge to citizens’ trust in 

media as well as an opportunity for medias to make a positive contribution to trust within the society. 

 

Trust and Medias 

The relation between trust and medias is double-pronged. We need to ask ourselves how to build trust 

in medias. But equally important is the question of how medias can contribute to trust. Answering 

only the first part doesn’t cover the full range of the ethical duties faced by journalists and medias. 

Moreover, medias’ contribution to trust in the society influences citizens’ trust in the medias. 

Trust under two forms is vital for democracies. The first, institutional trust, is the trust citizens 

express toward institutions. This form is vital for social stability, especially for political institutions 

based on popular consent. But it is also important for private entities, such as medias. The second 

form, mutual trust, refers to citizens trusting each other. It is perhaps more fundamental than 

institutional trust. Without mutual trust, basic social co-operation becomes difficult. 

Medias impact institutional and mutual trust. They can be part of overthrowing governments 

by diffusing information that undermines trust in the executive power (e.g. Watergate). They can feed 

mutual distrust by playing on stereotypes, spreading false news or being demeaning about specific 

audiences (e.g. with the refugee crisis). Medias can also help to build mutual respect and political 

stability by providing accurate information, avoiding prejudices and framing fair debates. 

 

An Atmosphere of Civility and Courtesy 

My position articulates four claims. 

1. Trust in general depends on an atmosphere of civility and courtesy. It is difficult to maintain 

mutual and institutional trust when such atmosphere doesn’t exist or is corrupted, i.e. when people 

act toward each other with low ‘etiquette’. 

2. Such atmosphere of civility and courtesy depends on the attitudes and behaviours of journalists 

(as individuals) and medias (as institutions). Of course, good attitudes and behaviours require 
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respecting universal moral principles (e.g. not lying, minimizing harms) and deontological 

professional duties (e.g. avoiding conflicts of interests). But they also require more. 

3. Such atmosphere of civility and courtesy relies a lot on daily attitudes and behaviours – the good 

manners – that are often seen as trivial by media professionals and not too serious by ethicists. 

4. It is by contributing to such an atmosphere that medias could build citizens’ trust toward them. 

In diverse societies, mutual and institutional trust are influenced by media manners (i.e. how 

journalists address other journalists, interviewees, which kind of language they use for reporting 

events and various groups). Media manners influence citizens’ trust in medias. How citizens can trust 

medias if their identity, religion, culture is constantly misrepresented, or if journalists talk to, or about 

them, in a demeaning or patronizing way? 

 

Good Manners Are Important 

Good manners belong to ‘soft’ morality in comparison to universal and professional duties that have 

a broader and more imperative scope. Nevertheless, they provide the modicum of trust necessary to 

stable democracies. To have good manners is to act in a way that shows respect to individuals we 

engage with, independently of what we think of them, their life choices, convictions, political 

orientation, identity and so forth. And good manners are important for two reasons. 

1. They express deeper moral commitments. What makes manners good is the underlying moral 

values they express. For instance, queuing for the bus is not morally important in itself. It is 

important because it shows that I don’t consider my time and interests having priority on yours 

who are standing in the queue. Listening, using adequate addresses, not interrupting, releasing 

information with proper timing are not only important as such, but as manifestations of the respect 

journalists pay to individuals no matter what they think of them. 

2. Good manners ease social relationships, e.g. queuing for the bus, leaving one’s seat to elderly or 

pregnant women, holding the door, being courteous. Societies couldn’t last long without good 

manners in medias and elsewhere. Imagine if journalists address each other in a rude way, 

interrupt interviewees all the time, use patronizing terms or tone, how the publics will react? 

 

What Manners Are Not 

Before going further, there are three traps to avoid. 

1. Manners should not be accepted as face value. Tradition has never been sufficient for making 

manners good (e.g. the segregationist etiquette in 19th century in United States or racial prejudice 
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in many countries). Manners must be subject to critical thinking and the doors of discussion and 

disagreement should be kept open when it comes to define good media manners. 

2. Manners should not be confused with political correctness or complacency. Journalists can still 

hold good manners while being irreverent, questioning authorities, investigating power. Manners 

are about the form (how to address issues), not the core (the values journalists stand for). 

3. Manners are not to be imposed by regulatory bodies, even self-regulatory bodies, because 

manners often play at the margin and because they fall under individual ethics. There is a 

conventional dimension, but a lot of room to individual interpretation. Manners are constraints 

we impose on ourselves, a large part freely. It doesn’t imply that manners can’t be discussed, 

challenged, or a subject for journalist training. But they mostly remain expressions of what our 

conscience dictates. 

On this topic, there is a tendency to reduce ethics to codes of conduct. Professional ethics is about 

codes, and codes are definitely important. But manners go beyond that. They are about personal ethics, 

i.e. how a journalist decides to do her job based on her values. Sometimes people use ‘conscience’ to 

define manners, but it is misleading because it tunes down the interpersonal aspect. 

 

Imperative Respect 

When it comes to the question – how media manners could help building or reinforcing mutual, 

institutional and media trust in diverse societies – two points are worth stressing. 

Point 1: good manners is to treat all stakeholders with due respect, irrespectively of what 

journalists think of stakeholders’ choices, convictions or identity. Does it mean that journalists 

need to keep their manners, remain courteous, in front of racist or intolerant people? I think the answer 

is ‘yes’. Racism and intolerance can be fought without rudeness. Disrespect doesn’t cure disrespect. 

Point 2: good manners do not depend on mutual compliance. Good manners are important 

because, as rules of civilized conduct, they ease co-operation. So it is no excuse if some journalists, 

debating opponents, interviewees or politicians have bad manners. Journalists must stick to good 

manners. The point deserves to be underlined. Giving up on good manners, even occasionally, is to 

create precedents and lends support to the belief that manners are optional: we would be obligated 

to treat each other with respect only insofar that we are willing to. 

It is telling to see how authoritarian or populist politicians take a lot of liberty with manners. 

They use coarse language and react brutally, often on purpose. It sends a strong signal: the politician 
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follows manners only insofar that he is willing to, i.e. as long as it is in his interest. In short, bad 

manners introduce a dose of arbitrariness in human interactions. And it creates vulnerability. 

 

Implementing Manners 

A long journey still lies ahead. Discussion and guidelines are in need for identifying good media 

manners, i.e. manners that boost citizens’ trust in medias. I have four, non-exhaustive, propositions. 

They aren’t principles set in stone, but fields of enquiry related to trust in general and, in turn, citizens’ 

trust in medias. I hope therefore to modestly contribute to our discussion today. 

Proper language. Appropriate language should be used, independently of journalists’ opinions. 

Journalists should address the audience with a language that is not obsequious toward the powerful 

and dismissive toward the powerless. This goes against a deep misunderstanding that sees manners 

as being some kind of ‘royal etiquette’ (étiquette de cour). 

Sensitivity to context. Journalists should pay attention to the timing. There are good and bad 

moments. Releasing information or starting a debate may be seen inappropriate in specific 

circumstances, which could damage the trust put in the medias. 

Sensitivity to media stakeholders. To some extent, journalists need to take into account media 

stakeholders’ cultural and religious commitments. The point is not to give way to all cultural demands, 

but to be aware of the persons with whom journalists engage. It is not about sympathy or empathy. 

Psychologically, it is less demanding. But it is more demanding in regards to literacy in social 

sciences and humanities. Journalists need to know about groups and cultures that constitute the 

society. 

Equal standing. Good manners only make sense among equals. Among unequal individuals, 

manners follow the etiquette of deference and dominance. Despite what journalists may think about 

their audience, they should never depart from manners that express a true commitment to equality. 


